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How to setup ring pro doorbell
RobotPoweredHome is reader-supported. When you buy through links on my blog, I may earn an affiliate commission. As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases.My obsession with video doorbells led me to test the Ring Video Doorbell, a behemoth in the video doorbell and security industry. Interestingly,
I ran into a pretty big stumbling block because I did not have an existing doorbell system or chime to replace with my Ring video doorbell. This meant that I had no existing wiring in place for my new video doorbell to draw power from. After some research, I found that many smart doorbells can be installed without an
existing doorbell. Here I will be talking about just the Ring Doorbell, and perfect solution for my problem was in the form of an indoor power adapter. Here is how I set it up.How To Install a Ring Doorbell Without an Existing Doorbell?Ring Video Doorbell can be installed without an existing doorbell or chime. Instead of
hardwiring the Ring doorbell, an indoor power adapter with a transformer regulating the voltage can be used to power the Ring doorbell. This type of Ring doorbell camera installation does away with the need for an existing doorbell or chime. Ring Doorbells Voltage RequirementsThe most important part of installing a ring
video doorbell is ensuring that the doorbell receives the appropriate and only the appropriate voltage that it requires. This varies for each Ring doorbell. To make your work easier, I will list down the different Ring video doorbells and the corresponding voltage requirements.Ring Video Doorbell 3 PlusThe Ring Video
Doorbell 3 Plus needs a voltage rating 8-24 V AC. However, the maximum VA rating is 40A.Ring Video Doorbell 3The Ring Video Doorbell 3, similar to the plus model requires a voltage rating between 8 and 24 V AC with the maximum possible VA rating being 40A.Ring Video Doorbell ProThe Ring Video Doorbell Pro,
unlike the others in the list, requires a voltage rating 16-24 V AC. This is because the Ring Pro video doorbell does not contain rechargeable batteries, thereby limiting its ability to accept a wider range of voltages.Ring Video Doorbell 2The Ring Video Doorbell 2nd generation can handle a voltage rating 8-24 V AC.Ring
Doorbell No Wires Installation Using an Indoor Power AdapterThe easiest way to install a ring video doorbell if there are no wires is to use an indoor power adapter that plugs into a power source. It is a simple adapter with a transformer built-in which ensures that your Ring Video Doorbell receives the appropriate
voltage. All you have to do is connect the Ring doorbell and plug the adapter in. It is a quick plug-n-play solution that is pretty much set and forget.This avoids the hassle involved in installing a new transformer, chime-box, and wiring the whole system. I initially considered hiring a professional to install a transformer and
do the wiring, but that was costing me a lot more than what this type of installation costs.Note: The plug-in adapter for the Ring Doorbell 2, Ring Doorbell 3, Ring Doorbell 3 Plus are the same due to the same voltage requirement (8-24 V AC).Installing Ring Doorbell 2 and 3 Without Existing DoorbellThis Ring Video
Doorbell Plug-in Adapter works for Ring Doorbell 2, Ring Doorbell 3, and Ring Doorbell 3 Plus because they are similar in their voltage requirements. This adapter that comes with a lifetime replacement guarantee was designed specifically for these three Ring doorbells.Installing Ring Doorbell Pro Without Existing
DoorbellThe Ring Video Doorbell Pro Plug-in Adapter is perfect for the Pro model of Ring doorbells because it does not have a battery but instead relies on a wired connection. Without an adapter, the only choice for you is to do the whole wiring in your house.Extending the Adapter Wire for Your Ring Video DoorbellA
problem that I faced while trying to install the Ring Video Doorbell using the indoor power adapter was that the adapter wires weren’t long enough to reach the power outlet in my house. I solved this problem by purchasing an extension cord for the same adapter. If you are not sure whether the adapter wire length would
be enough, I recommend you to purchase it along with the adapter so that you don’t lose any time later.Using a Plug-in Chime for Your Ring Video DoorbellNormally, when installing the Ring video doorbell with an existing doorbell, the doorbell is connected to a mechanical or digital chime. However, for this installation,
you can simply use a Plug-in Chime. This is a very simple replacement for a digital or mechanical chime. This way, you just have to plug in the Ring Chime and you can hear the doorbell throughout your house.In case you want to buy the official Ring plug-in chime, you can read the guide I wrote on Ring Chime v Ring
Chime Pro.Is Hardwiring The Ring Doorbell Worth It?Yes. I really think so. This is because I find it quite the hassle to be swapping batteries all the time. Interestingly enough, this is a question I see being asked a lot and you may have a different answer if you think just having two separate batteries and swapping them
out whenever one runs is not inconvenient. It makes sense if you are doing it avoid wiring your whole system to accommodate your doorbell but if you go with an indoor power adapter, this stops becoming an issue.If you are a person who is always keen on getting your money’s worth with your Ring doorbell, I would
greatly encourage you to check out our guide on using Ring Doorbell without a subscription.Using Alexa for Visitor Announcements Through Echo Device For Ring Video DoorbellAs you may already know, Amazon acquired Ring a few years ago. An extremely useful fallout of this acquisition is the Alexa compatibility with
all Ring devices, including the Ring Video doorbell.Now you can have Alexa announce visitors through your Amazon Echo device whenever someone rings the doorbell or send you notifications if your doorbell senses motion in the frame. Before you set up visitor announcements using Alexa, ensure that the “Do Not
Disturb” setting for your Echo device is disabled and “Announcements” are turned on in the Device Settings for your Echo device on the Amazon Alexa app.In the Amazon Alexa app, tap on the ‘Devices’ tab located on the bottom right of the screen.Select All Devices from the menu.Tap on Your Ring Doorbell.Enable
“Doorbell Press” for announcing visitors whenever someone rings a bell.If you want, you can also enable “Motion” and “Person” if you want to be notified of any movement or person in your Ring Doorbell camera’s frame.How to Install a Ring Doorbell Without Existing Doorbell?Step 1: Choose a location for the Ring
doorbell that is at least 4 feet from the floor at a height that gives you the appropriate field of view. Use the level tool to adjust the position of the Ring doorbell. Step 2: Using the faceplate for the Ring video doorbell as a template, mark the four points on the wall for inserting the screws to secure the Ring doorbell and
another bigger point in the middle for running the wires for the indoor power adapter for the Ring doorbell since there is no existing doorbell.Step 3: Drill four holes in the positions marked for the screws using a small drill bit. Drill a bigger hole in the middle to pull the adapter wires for the Ring doorbell. A drill may not be
necessary if you are not installing the Ring doorbell on brick, stucco, or concrete. Step 4: Secure the faceplate for the Ring doorbell using the screws and anchors provided in the box. Step 5: Run the indoor power adapter wire through the wall and connect it to the two screws on the faceplate of the Ring video doorbell.
Step 6: Take the Ring Doorbell and carefully slide it into place on the bracket. Step 7: Tighten the two screws underneath the Ring doorbell to ensure that it remains locked in place. Step 8: Plug the Ring chime into any power outlet in the house. Step 9: Plug the indoor power adapter connected to your Ring doorbell
camera into a power outlet to power on the doorbell. How to Set up Ring Doorbell With the App?If you haven’t done so already, download the Ring app.Sign up or log in to your Ring account.Select ‘Set up a Device’.Scan the QR Code/Mac ID Bar Code present on your Ring Video Doorbell.Enter your address or allow the
app to use your phone’s location. This is needed to unlock certain features on the Ring Video Doorbell.Tap on “I’ve already installed it”.Join the Ring Doorbell Wi-Fi Network.Connect the Ring doorbell to your Wi-Fi.Final ThoughtsI wrote this guide because every other guide out there simply asks you to charge your Ring
Video Doorbell and mount it. This way your Ring video doorbell gets trickle charged and you do not need to bother with charging the batteries often. Moreover, you would have also saved a lot of money that would otherwise have been spent on hiring an electrician to hardwire the Ring doorbell and install a doorbell
transformer.You May Also Enjoy Reading:Frequently Asked QuestionsDo I have to charge the Ring Video Doorbell even after hardwiring it?The Ring Video Doorbell gets trickle charged when it is hardwired. However, this may not be enough to charge the battery fully.Can you use ring doorbell without wires?Ring doorbell
can be used without wires. Ring video doorbells have rechargeable batteries that can be usedDo people steal ring doorbells?Ring doorbells can be stolen but it is unlikely that the thief will be able to use it.How long does battery last on ring doorbell?According to Ring, the Ring video doorbell can go without charging for
months. However, the activity of the Ring doorbell and the weather condition may affect the battery drain.How do I check the battery on my ring doorbell?You can check the battery level on your Ring video doorbell by going to the device health section on the Ring app. {“@context”:” ”,”@type”:”FAQPage”,”mainEntity”:
[{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”Do I have to charge the Ring Video Doorbell even after hardwiring it?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”The Ring Video Doorbell gets trickle charged when it is hardwired. However, this may not be enough to charge the battery fully. “}},{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”Can you use
ring doorbell without wires?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”Ring doorbell can be used without wires. Ring video doorbells have rechargeable batteries that can be used “}},{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”Do people steal ring doorbells?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”Ring doorbells can be stolen
but it is unlikely that the thief will be able to use it.”}},{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”How long does battery last on ring doorbell?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”According to Ring, the Ring video doorbell can go without charging for months. However, the activity of the Ring doorbell and the weather condition
may affect the battery drain. “}},{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”How do I check the battery on my ring doorbell?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”You can check the battery level on your Ring video doorbell by going to the device health section on the Ring app. ”}}]} how to put ring doorbell pro in setup mode.
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